centre for experiential learning

Set in the midst of forested hills next to Wighawali village in the Raigad district of
Maharashtra, the centre offers a unique opportunity in experiential learning to students.
Learners are encouraged to celebrate the manual and the contemplative.
Artists, scientists and educationists serve as facilitators of diverse modes of experiential
learning that include farming, pottery, weaving, writing, conversations and
contemplation.

Questions that provide the impetus
Is there a way out of the “military-industrial-and-even-educational” complex
that permeates lives today?
Is there a way to live simply; with oneself, with others and with the environment?
Is there a way to integrate our fragmented realities; our fragmented approaches
to “knowing” the world?
How do “being” and “becoming”, contribute to a richer understanding of the “self” and the “other”?
Those interested in spending time at the centre, as learners / facilitators,
may write to:
rajam@iitb.ac.in

These were questions, prior to the starting of work.
Once the work started, these questions began to
dissolve and became less-weighty. The following
pages provide a glimpse of the progress, as of
11th March 2017.

5AM, 24 FEBRUARY 2017
S

Bidyut and his team from Bonpukurdanga, Santiniketan, arrive on the Howrah Mail at
Dadar. The team has 7 members (Tara Baski, Nepal Mardi, Kabiraj Tudu, Ram Mardi, Sanju
Mardi, Bablu Baski, Ram Kisku); Bablu, the youngest is 19; Tara, the eldest, 42. The team has
the intelligence and the knowledge to build homes with their own hands. Tara is the most
experienced - the raj-mistry; Nepal is the expert carpenter; Kabiraj has a special talent in
setting roof-tiles; Sanju has been cooking for the team using the open-air choolah at the
site of work, but is keen to learn carpentry; the others help out and learn on the job.
The train is on time. We travel by road to Wighawali, and as day breaks, the city disappears
and we have hills and trees for company. Stop for breakfast at Pali - misal-pav, kanda-bhaji
ani chai.

THE SITE AT WIGHAWALI

Bidyut is keen to get started immediately. We finalize the site. It belongs to Prabhakarkaka, Sandeep’s uncle. He has some queries and some suggestions and we soon come
to an agreement. Bidyut and I make our first trip to Mangaon for construction materials,
some coconuts and sweets for the bhoomi-puja and prasad. Bidyut, later explains that he
builds with an emphasis on proper usage of materials as required at the site; cement and
plastic are also fine, but to be used with discretion.
The budget is small - 7 lakhs; but not that-small-either! Deba, who lives in my father’s
village just built his home for less than 2 lakhs, with some help from the government. Also
remember seeing an advertisement at Hiranandani, Powai for 2BHK homes that cost 2.26
Crores; somethings are clearly craaazy! After Mangaon, we go to Indapur to activate the
bank account; purchase bricks, sand, iron rods, gravel, stone, water-tank, nuts and bolts,
wood.

THE TEAM DISCUSS THE PLAN

If Bidyut is the artist-builder, I am the producer-excel-sheet-man. As estimates for the
wood crosses a lakh, I begin to worry. Sorry, I say, we need to scale down and from a
two-storey structure we quicky agree on a 1BHK. It shall have a nice verandah, however.
Later, while driving back after dinner Bidyut in his philosophical vein mentions how his
jhola-of-expectations has become smaller with the passage of years. While building this
space is certainly interesting, infusing it with life and activity, is going to be important.
In our conversations we speak of Alok and Anupam; Raymeeker and Palinchamy and
many others who would come and stay within the sculpture that Bidyut and his team are
creating.

THE HILLS AROUND WIGHAWALI

The living space is 12’ x 18’ and it has an attached bath and toilet. For Bidyut, toilets
receive as much attention as the living space and seated on the throne one can gaze at
the hills of Wighawali. There is plenty of bamboo and I admire the team as they cut and
extricate the ones that are most suited. Bamboo shall be used for the structure that shall
support the roof-tiles. There is some concrete used in the foundation; the fired-bricks
are held together with mud-mortar and shall be plastered with mud. The floor will be of
beaten-mud; the verandah will have hand-made terracotta tiles. Once the walls are ready,
Bidyut shall assume the role of the painter-muralist. He has several tiny notebooks filled
with black-and-white forms; it is likely that the mural shall emerge from this.

NEITHER LEFT, NOR RIGHT

Like Kabir, who spun many of his metaphors from the warp and weft of the loom, Bidyut
draws upon pottery. Like many, who grew up in Kolkata in the sixties, he had a softcorner for the left; today, even as he laments the absence of any grounding amongst the
triumphant-right, he likes to stay centred. Those who have centred clay while making
a pot, would understand what this means. While urban living may be the choice in our
times, builders create structures that have no sense of bring grounded in the environment
where they exist.

LABOUR

As I watch the team work, it becomes once again evident that the intellect, understands
so little about work that is done with hands. Ask a potter and she shall tell you that there
is a brain in the head, but there are brains in the fingers too.

A ROOM WITHOUT A ROOF

In less than fifteen days, the room has come alive. The windows are looking good, and
the sky above, looks wonderful. Had it not been for the monsoons, we should have done
without the roof.

MEANS AND ENDS

With the passage of years, means become as important as ends; process as important as
the final product.

ROOF-TILES

Incidentally, the roof-tiles are how the whole thing started. A year back, when everything
was an ideational stage, we had commissioned traditional potters at Sonepur, Odisha, to
make 40,000 roof tiles. Normally, Bidyut takes the potters to the site for making and firing
the terracotta tiles. They are extremely hardworking and highly skilled, but as these tiles
are no longer needed, they shall possibly become extinct.

SONEPUR TO WIGHAWALI

The driver Rakesh, who steered the ten-wheeler-truck from the village of Sonepur on the
banks of the Mahanadi in Odisha, to Wighawali, sounded irritated when I used to call him
up for asking how far he had come. I met him at Indapur and chatted with him as I guided
the truck to Anvi Pottery. Evening had fallen and it took Bidyut’s team of seven, three full
hours to unload the terracotta tiles. They were mentioning someone called “jugal-da”; I
later learnt from Bidyut that this was an allusion for good country liquor!

BIRDS, MONKEYS, SNAKES

It is a tradition to put birds and monkeys on few of the roof tiles. Initially we had planned
to create an overhang around the floor, that would make it difficult for snakes to enter.
have dropped the idea. There shall be double doors, and one just needs to be careful.

NIGHT SKIES AT WIGHAWALI

When night falls at Wighawali, the sky slowly fills up with stars.

